
 

 

CMC DMIC June 2018 
Status Report 
JUNE 13, 2018 / 6:30 PM 

Status 
Last CMC DMIC meeting was held on May 8, 2018 at 6:00 PM. A meeting has not been held since, 
but is scheduled for this Friday, June 15, 2018 at 6:00 PM. 

New Member Report (Report by: Robbie) 
June New Member Night is the same as the Council Meeting, so that will be reported next month. 

There were five New Member Hikes in May serving 34 new members. I have calendared trips 
through the rest of 2018, activating the ones through Sep 30. I intend to put some trips out to the 
trip leader mailing list. 

From 10/1 thru 6/11 there have been 110 New Members plus 12 Guests checking us out (out of 
184 roster members total) in 21 hikes. The year to dates stats are attached in spreadsheet format. 

Day Hiker School (Report by: Robbie) 
We still do not have a Day Hiker School Director, although several have been asked and declined. 
John Martersteck will discuss this again at the next DSC meeting with his Committee members. 
He understands the urgency of it and we have discussed some interim strategies to get a pilot 
program going sooner rather than later. We are leaning back to calling it “Modular WTS” because 
that seems to be the term people instantly understand, whereas Day Hiker takes some 
explanation. 

Ascending Hikes (Report by: Evan) 
As mentioned in May’s report, all Ascending Hikes trips (32 in total) are now activated and are 
nearly all populated with trip leaders at this point. The May edition of Mile High Mountaineer saw 
an advertisement for the series. Additional social media efforts will be sent out alongside the 
newsletter announcement to raise awareness of the series. 

Track File Manager (Report by: Evan) 
The Track File Manager is still in a limited release phase where users can test the service and 
provide feedback. More details on recent changes from Jeff Stevens at the next DMIC meeting. 

Quick Start School and Specialty Hikes (Report by: Evan) 
Dave Kozma continues to work on the Quick Start School concept, advertisement, and 
implementation details. More details on recent changes from Dave at the next DMIC meeting. 

 



 
 

Miscellaneous Tasks (Report by: Evan) 
The concept for automated trip leader expiration notifications is being explored. Reed Fischer has 
been charged with looking into implementation of such a system. This would automatically notify 
trip leaders if one of their trip leader requirements (e.g., WFA, AAIRE, one lead trip per year) are 
nearing expiration. 

Robbie is actively dusting off the Denver Council Member Notebook. This notebook is currently 
out of date and under construction to make up-to-date. After updating, the notebook will be 
hosted on Google Drive for future reference and ease of maintenance. 

A new task of a searchable index for the Mile High Mountaineer is being explored. Early 
investigation of this task is showing that it might be difficult given the PDF format of some of the 
earlier editions. More news to come at the next DMIC meeting. 

Next Meeting 
The next CMC DMIC meeting is scheduled for June 13, 2018 at 6:00 PM. 


